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Plot in a nutshell: It's been 15 years since Danish author
H0eg penned the international smash Smilla's Sense of Snow,
and a decade since the release of his most recent book, The
Woman and the Ape. H0eg returns from this layoff with this
absurdist thriller, as artsy as it is abstract.

The novel's protagonist is Kaspar Krone, a world-famous and
rather resourceful circus clown with psychic abilities, a
staggering gambling debt and an aversion to paying his taxes.

Life isn't going Krone's way. He's about to be deported for tax evasion, his father is ailing and an
enigmatic taxi driver with a curious scar seems to appear whenever he needs a lift. If that isn't enough,
Krone must track down a kidnapped girl with psychic powers before he's sent away. All the while he's
holding a lottery ticket that just might be his salvation.

Like Smilla, Krone has an obsession - a love for the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. A musical refrain
plays throughout the story, as Krone interprets the auras of those he encounters as musical keys. It
provides a charming and eccentric backdrop for this fanciful "philosophical thriller."

Sample of prose: "She was in B-minor. Bach had chosen B-minor for his great mass. Beethoven too .
. . B-minor was deep. Dramatic, introverted, spiritual. Bluish to the point of being black. The woman in
front of him was bluish-black. Not just her clothing, but her being. The same color as deep water."

Pros: Delivered in small, episodic chunks, at times the story reads like a prose poem, and if you can
navigate the peculiarities of the plot you'll find a greater social message lurking in the eye of this
maelstrom.

Cons: The book's absurd sequence of events and improbable characters make it a tough read. The
Quiet Girl never drops anchor, and you never get a clear visual of Krone and his adversaries.

Final word: It's fitting that H0eg selected a clown as his protagonist because the story is itself like a
three-ring circus: exaggerated characters, sensory overload and incredible events at every turn.
Unfortunately, the spectacle often overshadows the story. The strength and wit of H0eg's prose serves
as the safety net that keeps this high-wire act from falling to earth.

* Fiction. By Peter Hoeg. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $26. Grade: B+
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